
 

 

 

“Things to Watch for in Your Overnight or Day Camp Dog” 
 

Sore Pads 
Canine’s that are unaccustomed to running, jumping and sliding on rough terrain may get sore and  abraded pads. This will go 
away as their pads become thicker. Applying a pad wax before arriving can help. This type of product can usually be 
purchased at any pet supply store. 
 

Sore Muscles 
Canines will most likely run and play enough at Canine Country Club that they may experience muscle soreness. Overtime 
this will fade as your canine becomes more conditioned. Bringing your canine regularly and exercise at home will help. 
 

Exhaustion 
A day of interaction with other dogs can be very stimulating & exhausting physically and mentally. Expect your canine to need 
rest after such a big day. Also, your canine may experience loose stool after so much excitement, but this should return to 
normal as they become accustomed to all the activity. 
 

Enthusiasm 
Your canine may not be excited at first to enter the pack but will grow to love it and be very excited upon arrival, as it is natural 
for dogs to be together. 
 

Wet, Muddy or Dusty Dog 
Because your canine will be playing outdoors and the weather changes the condition of the play yard, expect your canine to 
need some grooming when you get home. Even in the summer we play in the water, so all year long your canine will probably 
get dirty. Just remember your canine will have a blast  doing it!  
 

Minor Scrapes 
During all the excitement of playing with other dogs it is possible a canine may receive a minor cut or scratch. Your post visit 
grooming is a good time to check your canine over. 
 

Stickers & Burs 
In the natural environment of the play yards, your canine might encounter stickers and burs, be sure to check feet, tails and 
tummies thoroughly upon arriving back at home.  
 

Happy Dog 
At pick-up time, you will see a wagging tail and maybe even a smile on your canine’s face saying, “thank you” for bringing me 
to Canine Country Club! 
 

What to Bring for Overnight Stay: (Label all Personal Items) 

Dogs must have Collar or Harness 
 
Bedding 

We Provide Raised Beds with soft bedding. You may bring one small Blanket or t-shirt that has your scent on it for your pet.   
No dog beds please.  We wash everything daily with Bleach so be sure your Blanket or t-shirt will be ok. We have very limited 
space so please no dog crates.  All Cats must arrive and depart in a carrier.  
 

Shot Records 
You must provide a copy of your pets Vaccinations.  Vaccinations must be given far enough in advance to be effective. All 
Vaccinations need to be administered by Veterinarian.  Bordetella “Kennel Cough”, DHP-PV “Distemper, Parvo, Hepatitis 
and Parainfluenza” and Rabies.  Please bring the vaccination record with you before or during admission of pet(s) or we will 
not be able to admit your pet. 
 

Food 
We Provide Food, Lamb and Rice, Kirkland Brand. You may bring your pets own food, bring only enough for your pets visit 
with an extra day in case you are delayed.  Large zip-lock bags work great!  We have food dishes (stainless steel), so you do 
not need to bring any dishes. You are welcome to bring something for your pet to chew on and treats.  
 

Medication 
Written instructions with pet name, medication name, dosage and reason for medication.  We do no give Injections. 
 

Sweater 
Some small dogs benefit from a sweater or jacket in cooler weather.  


